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PROPOSED MINIMUM RULES 
FOR THE TREAT1i1ENT OF ACCUSED FERSONS 

The urgency of this matter cannot be exaggerated. 

It would probably be accurate to say that the great
est abuses of justice in the world today are concerned 
with the treatment of untried persons. These form a very 
large part of the prison population of the world. 

Thus the I.P.P.C, enquiry presented to the League ---· 
of Nations in 1938 showed that at the end of December 1936 
there were over 200,000 persons on remand or awaiting .trial 
in the countries under survey, and this figure excludes 
those in such important s ta. tes as Germany, Japan, and t _he 
u.s.s.R. 

DRAFT MD!I:MUM RULES 

(1) -YAcoused to be brought before an examining tribunal 
\within (?)two days, at the latest,. of his arreste 

( 2) Ace us~ d, if sentenced to imprisonment: or ~sur2._ de 
surete, or if remanded without bail, to be lodged 
in a prison NOT a police prison, within three days 
of his arrest at the latest. 

(3) Accused to be told on arrest, or at the latest when 
brought before the examining body, of the nature of 
the charge and of his right to legal defence if the 
charge is a serious one. 

(4) Free legal defence to be given in every case which 
might lead to imprisonment for more than six months, 
or to a mesure de suret -e leading to an indeterminate 
sentence,unless ·the accused can be shovm to be able· 
to pay for himself without impinging upon the stand
ard of living of his family$ 

(5) The lawyer for the accused to have free access to· 
him., out of hearing, not necessarily out of sight, 
of prison officials, 

(6) Police officials to have access to the accused in ' 

(7) 
-.;:::... 

prison only under strict supervision~ No excep~ 
tions to be allowed to this rule~ 

The time between the first appearance before an 
examining court and the actual trial not to exceed 
aay ll.2four months. 

(8) An interpreter to be provided whenever necessary. 

(9) No threats, force or special treatment to be applied 
~ with a view to obtaining confessions or evidence, 

whether to the accused or to possible witnesses. 
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(10) Faeilities to be given to the aeoused for witnesses 
for the defence. 

(11) These rules should be absolute and no exeeptions 
should be provided for or tolerated, 

The above list of rules would probably not be 
eompletely fulfilled by the existing state of the law in 
any country. They would have to be adopted as a minimum 
for satisfactory justice, but also for the present as an 
ideal to be worked for 

The immediate policy which we suggest is that such 
societies as can agree upon a draft of rules should sub
mit them to the Fifth Committee, and try to get a reso
lution of general approval, but also urge that the 
League of Nations, or the International Penal and · 
fo.nttontia~y Commission acting for the League of Nations, 
should undertake an enquiry to find out:-

(1) Vvhich rules are actually in accordunoe 
with the existing law of each country; 

(2) Vlb.ethe~ exceptions are, in fact, per
mitted; 

(3) What steps eould be taken to facilitate · 
the publication, and ultimately the uni
versal adoption, of such rules. 

This is clearly a long-time progrrumne, but valu
able administrative effects might immediately result 
from the serious consideration of the problem, whilst 
an educated public opinion on the subject would later 
facilitate ·the necessary legislation. 
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